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SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: JH/AVE
ACTION: C/VE 3
INFO: DOP, ADDP, C/CI, C/FI 2, C/SAS 5, D/OS 2, \( \checkmark \)

SECRET 1420392

MADR INFO DIR CITE WAVE 9043
RYBAT KEVAY PRRUHEN
REF WAVE 7978 (\( \checkmark \) 61 3 3) \( \checkmark \)

HAS QUOTA 46 BEEN ABLE PROCURE ANY ADDITIONAL INFO PER PARA 3 REF REQUEST.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *REQUESTED ANY ADDITIONAL INFO QUOTA 46 MIGHT BE ABLE ELICIT CONCERNING JOSÉ MANUEL SOLSONA FONSECA, PARTICULARLY METHOD OR MEANS BEING EMPLOYED TO PENETRATE KUBARK.

SECRET
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